Popular Websites related to No Highway in the Sky

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0043859/

(The popularity on Internet Movie Data Base, IMDB is up 58% this week. Since this is a rather obscure movie, I suspect that this popularity is due to our class!)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Highway_in_the_Sky


http://www.kirjasto.sci.fi/nshute.htm

http://www.nevilshute.org/Reviews/highway.php

Websites for For All Mankind

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0097372/

http://www.amazon.com/National-Geographics-All-Mankind-VHS/dp/6304474687

Cairns’ opinion: The Ron Howard tribute In the Shadow of the Moon is a poor imitation of the real thing.

http://lunar.arc.nasa.gov/archives/videos/apollo11.html

Whether or not you believed in his politics, there is not argument that JFK gave great speeches. Below is the full Rice Stadium speech which announces our resolve to go to the moon.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ouRbkBAOGfE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otvtMfeI_9w

http://documentary-review.com/review/31877/for-all-mankind